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1. More programs are required on the lines of project tiger in the country. Comment.  

● Introduction Project tiger is known for the success it has achieved. You should quote 

some data on how the number of tigers has increased in the last decade. The 

introduction should also provide a glimpse of how there are some other species too 

that need the protection.  

● Body  

 Mention the success of the project tiger 

 Mention the reasons for success of the project tiger 

▪ Stepped up protection/networking surveillance. 

▪ Voluntary relocation of people from core/critical tiger habitat to 

provide inviolate space for tigers. 

▪ Use of information technology in wildlife crime prevention. 

▪ Addressing human wildlife conflicts. 

▪ Capacity building of frontier personnel. 

▪ Developing a national repository of camera trap tiger photographs with 

IDs. 

▪ Strengthening the regional offices of the NTCA. 

▪ Declaring and consolidating new tiger reserves. 

▪ Foresting awareness for eliciting new tiger reserves. 

▪ Foresting Research. 

 Mention some issues with the project 

▪ Poaching 

▪ Errors related to counting 

▪ Infringement of tribal rights 

▪ Lack of social partnership 

 Highlight some other species that need to be protected at the same level.  

▪ Elephants 

▪ Turtles 

▪ Antelopes, etc.  

● Conclusion There is a need for the global partnership in order to eliminate the threats 

posed to the wildlife. We have to ensure that the world is for all and not just humans. 

Conclude your answer on that note.  

 

2. Defection has become a major problem despite having a strong anti-defection law. 

Suggest the reforms required to improve the situation.  

● Introduction Aaya Ram Gaya Ram was a phrase that became popular in Indian 

politics after a Haryana MLA Gaya Lal changed his party thrice within the same day 

in 1967.  The anti-defection law sought to prevent such political defections which 

may be due to reward of office or other similar considerations. Introduce your answer 

with either the need or the present scenario over the anti-defection law.   

● Body 

 Mention the features of the current anti-defection law: 

▪ Disqualification can be done if: 
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● If an elected member voluntarily gives up his membership of a 

political party; 

● If he votes or abstains from voting in such House contrary to 

any direction issued by his political party or anyone authorised 

to do so, without obtaining prior permission. 

▪ If an elected member voluntarily gives up his membership of a 

political party; 

▪ If he votes or abstains from voting in such House contrary to any 

direction issued by his political party or anyone authorised to do so, 

without obtaining prior permission. 

 Talk about the loophole related to split and merger 

 Mention how it prevails party politics over individual initiative. 

 Whip has led to a fall in the quality of the debates in the parliament 

 It has significantly contributed to the rise of majoritarianism in the country.  

 Mention some solutions to the situation: 

▪ Defection should only apply to the votes in case of formation of the 

government, or its continuance. (Dinesh goswami commission, Law 

commission)  

▪ If an elected member voluntarily gives up his membership of a 

political party; 

▪ If he votes or abstains from voting in such House contrary to any 

direction issued by his political party or anyone authorised to do so, 

without obtaining prior permission. 

● Conclusion The anti-defection law was designed to stop the political gambling and 

bring stability to the country. However, it has gradually led to a rise in the 

majoritarian approach, and lack of individual legislative opinion. You can conclude 

your answer positively around these arguments.  

 

3. Hunger and poverty in India stand as one of the major challenges. Highlight the 

strategy to eliminate them.  

● Introduction Hunger and poverty are two interrelated aspects, and thus they must be 

mentioned in continuity with each other. You can also mention how there have a lot 

of programs for elimination of these two, but still almost all of them remain.  

● Body 

 Mention the past programs to eliminate hunger 

▪ Antyodaya Anna Yojana 

▪ TPDS 

▪ Emergency feeding programme 

▪ Village grains banks 

▪ Wheat based nutrition programme 

▪ Midday meal 

▪ Rajiv Gandhi scheme for empowerment of adolescent girls 

 Mention the past programs to eliminate poverty 
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▪ Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY) 

▪ National Old Age Pension Scheme (NOAPS) 

▪ National Family Benefit Scheme (NFBS) 

▪ National Maternity Benefit Scheme. 

▪ Annapurna. 

▪ Integrated Rural Development Program (IRDP) 

▪ Pradhan Mantri Gramin Awaas Yojana. 

 Mention why these programs have failed 

▪ Leakages at various levels 

▪ Identification of the beneficiaries 

▪ Issues related to regular availability of funding 

▪ Lack of social initiatives  

▪ Compliance and implementation related issues 

 Suggest some solutions to improve them 

▪ Digitalisation to maximum possible extent 

▪ Elimination of mandatory Aadhar for people with special needs.  

▪ Greater emphasis on fortified food, 

▪ Providing different strategies for the urban and the rural poor.  

● Conclusion The topic has a large number of quotes available on both, hunger and 

poverty. You can thus use any of these quotes to conclude your answer.  

 

4. Since criminals are getting smart, the police have to become smarter. Examine the 

statement through examples.  

● Introduction The crimes in the recent past have gone beyond the routine nature and 

there has been a greater use of technology that has made it difficult to catch the 

criminals, especially in the case of organised crimes. Build your answer around it.  

● Body 

 Mention the new challenges that the criminals have presented now 

▪ Higher use of technology 

▪ Youtube can teach anything to anyone 

▪ Crimes committed by professionals  

 What are the ways in which police needs to be advanced 

▪ Digitalisation 

▪ Creation of national grid 

▪ Adaptation of AI to understand crime patterns 

▪ Better forensics facilities 

▪ Creating specialised wings for effective control 

 What are the implementation issues 

▪ Availability of funds 

▪ Lack of expert workforce 

▪ Privacy concerns 

▪ Digital awareness training of the police force.  
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● Conclusion The digitalisation, accompanied with digital empowerment is the need of 

the police force. If the police has to become a deterrent to crimes, it must do so by 

becoming smarter than the criminals. Cyber forensics has to play a major role in it.  

 

5. While we have reached 100% rural ODF status, we remain far from total cleanliness. 

Comment on the statement and examine the need for cleanliness in India.  

● Introduction The focus of swaccha bharat mission has been on achieving a 100% 

ODF status. While ODF is necessary, many other important factors are often ignored. 

You can begin your answer with the data on ODF status.  

● Body 

 Mention the basic tenets of the total cleanliness 

▪ ODF 

▪ 100% waste collection 

▪ Segregation and recycling 

▪ Solid waste management plants in all cities 

▪ Creation of sewage infrastructure in the country 

▪ Elimination of manual scavenging. 

 Mention the issues associated with achieving it 

▪ Lack of funds 

▪ Arm chair policies 

▪ Highly centralised planning.  

▪ Lack of performance measures 

▪ Serious issues with Swaccha survey as highlighted by various 

authorities 

▪ Lack of autonomy to local bodies 

 Mention the solutions to this 

▪ Using the 3R approach 

▪ Introducing 100% waste segregation.  

▪ Provisions for the rehabilitation of manual scavengers 

▪ Empowering the local bodies 

▪ 100% Door to door waste collection 

▪ Promoting sustainable buildings 

● Conclusion The Swaccha strategy needs to go far beyond the ODF. Based on the 

points mentioned above, you should mention some positive way forward to conclude 

the argument.  
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